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Remember back in 2004 when 

the arthritis drug Vioxx was 

recalled after it was shown 

to raise the risk of heart attack and 

stroke? Doctors couldn’t possibly be 

expected to find each and every one 

of their patients who were taking the 

drug and call them—unless they were 

using an electronic medical record 

(EMR) that could search for the drug in 

patient records. 

“If you have a panel of 2,000 patients, 

you can’t possibly go through 2,000 

paper charts,” says Girish Kumar Navani, 

chief executive officer and co-founder 

of eClinicalWorks, an EMR vendor in 

Westborough, Mass. And yet every day, 

the vast majority of U.S. physicians still 

try to practice 21st Century medicine 

with the 19th Century system of hand-

written notes in file folders.

There probably isn’t an adult in the 

United States who hasn’t at one time 

been seen by a doctor who works at 

multiple offices, or been referred by a 

primary care physician to a specialist 

or a hospital. What do you think the 

chances are that your medical records 

or even test results made it to the other 

location, particularly if you went to a 

walk-in clinic or made the appointment 

on short notice?

Paper charts can only be at one place at 

one time, so a doctor might essentially  

be flying blind when seeing a regular  

patient at a different office—unless the 

doctor has access to an EMR, some-

times also called an electronic health 

record, or EHR.

“The information can be exported if 

the patient needs to be transferred to a 

hospital or specialist,” explains Mohan 

Korrapati, president of Agastha, a 

Charlotte, N.C., developer of EMR and 

practice management software that 

helps doctor’s offices run more effi-

ciently. And the records are more likely 

to be complete.

“With paper, there’s a significant 

chance that results can be misplaced,” 

Korrapati says. Patients get anxious 

waiting for answers. But if the labora-

tory can send the results directly to the 

doctor’s EMR, the information shows 

up right on the computer screen as 

soon as it is available. 

Results can be sent to a patient Web 

portal as well. “Patients can see them 

at their leisure,” Korrapati says. Doctors 

don’t have to take time out of their 

busy days to make calls as long as the 

results are within a normal range. “The 

doctor can call the patient right away if 

the values are abnormal,” adds Korrapati.

More importantly, doctors with mul-

tiple practice locations can view and 

update records from any office, from a 

hospital or even, via a secure Web con-

nection, at home. 

Rules engines built into the EMR and 

practice management software can 

create alerts for the doctor or office 

staff if the patient has a balance due, 

needs to update insurance information 

or, more importantly, has not been in 

for a checkup in a while. “That information 

can be flagged,” Korrapati says.

This is particularly important for patients 

with chronic conditions such as diabetes 

and asthma. The reminders are for doc-

tors, though it also helps patients get 

involved in their own care. “Chronic 

care and preventive care are available 

to the doctors, but also to patients,” 

Navani adds. 
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“ Patients get anxious waiting for 
answers. But if the laboratory can 

send the results directly to the 
doctor’s EMR, the information shows 

up right on the computer screen as 
soon as it is available. ”
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